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TO: Robin McDougall 

Town of Aurora 

Aurora, ON 

L4G 6J1 

CC: David Leinster - Planning Partnership 

Leslie Camm – Colliers Project Leaders

RE: Aurora Church Street School House Addition – 

Building Veil Development 

MARCH 03, 2020 

This Memo serves as a follow up to the selected veil material for the School House Addition.  

Having continued to coordinate our drawings with a number of consultants, we have become aware of a 

degree of risk associated with the use of a Muntz Bronze material alongside the various metals that form the 

building envelope assembly. Specifically, the galvanized steel, aluminium and ‘red’ (untreated) structural steel 

within the building envelope would be subject to various degrees of galvanic corrosion, which could risk the 

integrity of the building assembly.  

We followed up with one of the preeminent metal suppliers in North America, CBC Metals, noting each detail 

that may be subject to galvanic corrosion, and requesting feedback on how this matter could be addressed. 

The consultant pointed out that in addition to requiring gaskets at all joints and penetrations between 

dissimilar metals, we would also need to heed the effects of ionized vapours and wind-driven rain transmitting 

across the building assembly at weeps and flashing in the vented cavity of the rainscreen assemblies both 

behind the Veil and below. The list of details subject to revision included, but was not limited to: 

- Stainless Steel Flashing

- Stainless Steel Parapets

- Stainless Steel Girts and Sub-girts

- Painted hat channels and strapping

- Double-coating all Galvanized Steel Studs in the Cantilever soffit with specified Tnemec coating

- Stainless Steel Fasteners

- Stainless Steel Light fixtures and fastening channels on the Veil and elsewhere on the building exterior

- Stainless Steel Gutters + Roof Drains

- Stainless Steel Rainwater leaders within the building

- Triple-coating all red Steel with specified Tnemec coating to prevent corrosion

- Anodizing and Power-Coating Aluminium Curtainwall Framing

With consideration to the added costs of introducing these elements into the building assembly, and the 

degree of risk associated with any of these elements failing from not having been installed properly (ex. site-

cutting hat channels without treating the ends), which could result in failure of structural members holding up 
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the panels of Muntz, or those holding up the Concrete Panels, we have determined that proceeding with the 

inclusion of the Muntz material in the façade may not be in the Town’s best interests.  

We have considered other metals for the building Veil, including aluminium and zinc, which will not subject the 

building to any corrosive action. Following up with our structural consultant, it became clear that using zinc in 

the available panel sizes and properties would require excessive structural reinforcement that would 

compromise the building envelope and overall design intent. Meanwhile, aluminium panels were available 

expected sizes and were sufficiently strong and light as to not require any additional reinforcement. We 

therefore concluded that aluminium is the best-suited material for this application. The material is available in a 

select number of anodized (not painted) finishes, ranging from silver to black. Our recommendation is to carry 

a bronze finish. We have followed up with ERA on the matter of coordination with the Ontario Heritage Trust. 

ERA has consulted the Ontario Heritage Trust on this matter, and it has been communicated that the OHT 

supports this direction.  

We believe that this solution will best serve the Town well into the future, so that the Cultural Centre continues 

to act as a brilliant beacon to Aurora’s Cultural Precinct.  

 

Figure 1 - West Elevation with Bronze Anodized Aluminium 

Yours Sincerely, 

 
Roland Rom Colthoff OAA, FRAIC, AAA, LEED AP  
Director, RAW Design 










